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Bristol-Myers Squibb will use Concerto HealthAI’s Real-World Data and novel AI insights platform, eurekaHealth™

Bristol-Myers Squibb and Concerto HealthAI, a company in oncology-specific Real-World Data (RWD) and advanced Artificial 
Intelligence (AI)-enabled insight solutions for Real-World Evidence (RWE) generation has announced a multi-year strategic 
agreement that will cover a diverse range of cancers, integrate multiple data sources, and apply AI and machine learning to 
accelerate clinical trials, enable robust protocol design and generate insights for precision treatment and improved patient 
outcomes.

Bristol-Myers Squibb will use Concerto HealthAI’s Real-World Data and novel AI insights platform, eurekaHealth™, to 
accelerate insights through novel health economic outcomes and clinical development synthetic control arm studies. With this 
agreement, the companies will advance the use of RWE for regulatory purposes, validate clinical application of AI solutions 
and execute clinical studies to advance patient care.

Jeff Elton, Ph.D. and CEO of Concerto HealthAI said, “With the increasing importance of Real-World Data and Real-World 
Evidence, healthcare providers and regulators need to have confidence in the credibility and accuracy of the data sources 
and methods of evidence generation. Our agreement with Bristol-Myers Squibb is a recognition that we have reached a pivot-
point for RWE – it is not just a tool for generating insights into the current standard of care, but a field in its own right that can 
lead to optimization of current treatments and new therapeutic innovations.”

Jeff Conklin, Senior Vice President and Head of Business Insights and Analytics at Bristol-Myers Squibb said, “At Bristol-
Myers Squibb, we have seen the value of Real-World Data in our efforts to discover, develop and deliver medicines for 
patients. This strategic agreement with Concerto HealthAI – a leader in AI solutions for precision oncology – reinforces our 
commitment to pursue data science to accelerate disease insights, advance novel study concepts and achieve precision in 
treatment, with the goal of improving patient outcomes.”

https://biospectrumindia.com


“Concerto HealthAI’s singular mission,” said Dr. Elton “is to partner with leading medical societies, healthcare providers and 
life science companies to bring together data, technology and talent to enable new RWE insights and improve the use and 
broaden the beneficial impact of cancer therapies for patients. The strategic agreement between Bristol-Myers Squibb and 
Concerto HealthAI reflects both how far the field has advanced and its high near-term potential.”

Concerto HealthAI integrates data from sources including CancerLinQ®, a platform that collects and analyzes real-world data 
from patients at practices nationwide and delivers knowledge back to physicians and researchers.

 


